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The bar plays an important role in the broadly understood administration of justice in 

every developed legal culture. It contributes to proper functioning of the administration of 

justice in the state, cooperating in implementing the idea of justice. It constitutes an integral 

element of the legal protection system in democracy. 

The position of the bar as an independent and free profession, the performance of which 

is connected with special expectations and social function, is emphasized by the most 

commonly used method of regulating the rules of the bar’s performance. It is characterized by 

the coexistence of legal rules describing the position of the bar in the legal system of the state 

and the corporate rules, coming from the advocates corporation. Among the corporate rules the 

special role play the principles of ethics for advocates, which – together with legal rules – define 

the standards of advocates behaviour and the appropriate performance of the profession of 

advocate. They were formalized in the form of the Collection of Principles of Ethics for 

Advocates and the Dignity of the Profession (Code of Ethics for Advocates), in which the most 

important rules of ethical behaviour in the advocates community were expressed.  

The aim of this study is to analyse the public-legal aspect of the principles of advocate’s 

ethics, mainly from the point of view of their impact on the implementation of rights and 

freedoms guaranteed by the principles of the Constitution of  Republic of  Poland – in particular, 

the right to a court (right to a fair trial) and the right to defence. 

The dissertation consists of 5 chapters.  

Chapter 1 describes the general characteristic of advocate’s ethics. There were 

presented the key concepts presented in the dissertation, such as: ethics, profession’s ethics, 

code of profession’s ethics, advocate’s ethics.   

Chapter 2 presents the history of the bar in Poland, especially emphasis on the 

regulations related to the provision of legal representation and the provision of legal assistance 

in other forms, which influenced the formation of ethical principles of practicing the profession 

of advocate. There were presented the evolution of legal regulations related to the ethical 

aspects of the performance of the bar, as well as the circumstances which stand the basis of 

growing ethical self-awareness of advocates and, over time, the need for self-regulation of the 



advocate's community in the field of profession’s ethics. They led to the formulation of a 

proposal to formalize it, and then to its codification in the form of the Rules of Ethics for 

Advocates and the Dignity of the Profession (Code of Ethics for Advocates). 

Chapter 3 involves the issues of the activities of legal international organizations, in 

which the Polish bar is affiliated. There was made a characteristic of the Council of Bars and 

Law Societies of Europe (CCBE), the International Bar Association (IBA) and the International 

Association of Lawyers. There were also presented the most important ethics regulations issued 

by the mentioned organizations and it was taken into the consideration: the influence of the 

presented regulations on the practical aspect of the profession of advocates in Poland.  

Chapter 4 discusses the regulations of the Constitution of Republic of Poland relating 

to the functioning and tasks of professional self-governments associating persons performing 

professions of public trust. Therefore, there were characterized the concept of professional self-

government and the profession of public trust (including its relationship with the concepts of 

"liberal profession" and "regulated profession"), as well as the functions and tasks which 

legislator gave to the corporations mentioned in Art. 17 sec. 1 of the Constitution of Republic 

of Poland. A significant part of the considerations was devoted to the legal status of the bar as 

“a professional self-government of the profession of public trust” and its tasks, including 

regulatory competences, especially in the field of establishing and codifying the principles of 

advocate's ethics. The statutory provisions relating to professional ethics were also indicated 

and discussed. The chapter ends with the considerations of the normative nature of corporate 

codes of profession’s ethics, with particular emphasis on the code of advocate’s ethics and the 

norms included there in the light of legal regulations. An attempt was made to classify the code 

of advocate’s ethics as an act corresponding to the model of the so-called "soft law". 

Chapter 5 contains an analysis of the influence which the rules of advocate’s ethics 

have on the performance of tasks of the bar as a professional self-government of the profession 

of public trust. The bar's tasks were presented in the light of the constitutional and international 

standards of the right to a court (right to a fair trial) and the right to defence. This chapter also 

discusses the impact of the principles of advocate's ethics on the performance of professional 

legal assistance, which is a guarantee of proper protection of the rights and freedom of an 

individual and serves the proper functioning of the jurisdiction. The chapter also presents the 

mechanisms of enforcing the principles of advocate’s ethics as a part of corporate disciplinary 

proceedings. 
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